Created by Healthmaster – perfected
by thousands of school nurses.

An Electronic Health Record (EHR) system that truly works with you and for your students.
Developed around a nurse’s workflow and continuous feedback from the thousands of nurses
who have been with Healthmaster over the past 27 years has shaped HealthOffice® Anywhere
into the perfect solution for any district.

BUILT AROUND WHAT’S IMPORTANT FOR YOU
Record Keeping and Documentation Made Easier
In fact, it’s never been easier. Geared around efficient documentation, HealthOffice
Anywhere simplifies the process so you spend less time documenting and more time
on what’s really important – taking care of your students.
24/7 Accessibility: Any Site, Any Location
Web-based and hosted, HealthOffice Anywhere is available from any device or
location with internet access. Whether you travel from school to school in your district
with a tablet, take work home by accessing it from your computer, or need to pull up
information on a student quickly with your smart phone, HealthOffice Anywhere is
there with you every step of the way.
Centralized Information On Your Individualized Dashboard
Unique to you and your schedule, the dashboard allows for quicker access to the
information important to you. View and manage information all within one screen!
Reporting That Showcases The True Value of The Nursing Office
Measuring the immense value that you and your department bring to your district
can often be more challenging than it should be - show it through precise, qualitative
data pulled easily through a variety of easy-to-use reports.

Expand Your Functionality
Healthmaster® add-on products provide new features and functionality as an
extension of your HealthOffice® Anywhere: Nursing Services. Go above and
beyond the standard level of care for your district’s students.
*additional fees may apply.

HealthOffice Portal

Ad-Hoc Reporting

Medicaid Billing

An easy-to-use tool designed to
make your work more efficient
through streamlined communication with parents while also
significantly reducing the time
spent on administrative tasks
each day. HealthOffice Portal is
equipped with a mobile application
available to parents for immediate
transparency and instantaneous
notification.

Although HealthOffice Anywhere
includes numerous standard
student and statistical reports, the
Ad-Hoc Reporting add-on is designed for schools that need more
out of reporting. Ad-Hoc Reporting
provides unlimited, custom reports
and data analysis capabilities unavailable in the past to contribute
to better student health outcomes,
increased attendance, and more
efficient administration of the
district’s health resources.

Healthmaster provides optional
integrated Medicaid billing features
within HealthOffice Anywhere
alongside its dedicated clearinghouse. Alleviate the stressful and
lengthy Medicaid claims process for
you and your staff.

Features/Benefits Include:
• Secure electronic signature
• Receive health forms &
permissions from parents
• Saves money & time
• All communication tracked &
audited
• District determines what
parents see

Features/Benefits Include:
• Unlimited, custom reports
• Improved data analysis
capabilities
• Schedule and automate reports
• Easily distribute information to
stakeholders
• Consultative and training
services provided

Features/Benefits Include:
• Integrated Medicaid
documentation
• Comprehensive reporting and
analysis
• Eliminates doubledocumentation
• Maximizes cash flow/
reimbursement
• Pre-auditing ensures compliance

“Healthmaster has produced a complete health management system that is capable of addressing
the needs of school districts small and large. I would recommend the implementation of this software
for any district needing a health management system to address all of their needs.”
Tammy Trulove, RN
Horry County School District

See what nurses have to say
about HealthOffice Anywhere!

